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Abstract
Backgrounds: Foreign body aspiration and swallow is principal
cause of accidental death in children. all foreign bodies should not
be placed in the aero-digestive tracts but some are common to find
others are not that common which confuse the thoracic surgeon
while trying to extract them successfully.
Methods: A retrospective descriptive study from 2011 till 2015.
Inclusion criteria were all patient with history or radiological
evidence of foreign body aspiration or swallow on the esophagus
that underwent at least a trial of extraction either via scope, open
surgery or VATS. unusual foreign body was described as foreign
body that found in less than 0.5% of cases.
Results: Eighteen different unusual foreign bodies were occurred
in 35 patients including sharp bottle cover, hair clip, pressure
pin, ear ring, part of endotracheal tube, common bile duct stent,
magnet and others. Eleven were impacted in esophagus and 24
were inhaled. Failed first attempt for bronchoscopic extraction was
occurred in 6 cases, 4 of them need surgery and 2 were succeeded
in the second bronchoscopic trial. Cases required surgery were 2
sharp objects that can’t extracted safely via bronchoscopy and the
other 2 were for slippery objects (marble ball and stone) that can’t
be grasped via forceps.
Conclusion: Unusual foreign body that face thoracic surgeon can
be troublesome with a higher than usual morbidities and need for
surgery. Every attempt should be made for increase awareness
among parents and primary health care doctors about the possibility
of inhaled or swallow of such objects.
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Introduction
Foreign body aspiration (FB) is principal cause of unintentional
death in children [1]. It is assessed that 1,000 children die annually in
the USA because of FB aspiration [2]. In Egypt incidence are thought
to be much more because of poverty and illiteracy, though no such
data available [3]. Children below 3 years of age tend to discover
things and have the trend to put most objects in their mouths, and
are therefore at risk for a FB due to narrow airways and immature
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protective mechanisms. FB may present with atypical or a misleading
history. Presence of associated conditions such as asthma, pneumonia,
croup and reactive airway diseases with bronchiectasis and atelectasis
may lead to delay in diagnosis. Child’s Parents must also be consulted
and told about the risks of late presentation, which is the main cause
of long-term complications such as recurrent airways infection or
chronic pneumonia.
The classic presence of coughing, wheezing, and diminished
breath sounds is seen in almost 40% of patients with foreign
body aspiration. Air leak syndrome, comprising pneumothorax,
pneumomediastinum, and subcutaneous emphysema, is seen in 1%
to 2% of cases; and 25% of cases may remain asymptomatic for long
periods [4].
all foreign bodies should not be placed in the aero-digestive
tracts but some are common to find others are not that common
which confuse the thoracic surgeon while trying to extract them
successfully. We hypotheses that unusual foreign body can be
described as foreign body that found in less than 0.5% of cases to
evaluate if a rare / usual finding of a foreign body would present
with usual presentation and would this affect the management
strategy or the outcome.

Objectives
To describe the different unusual foreign bodies that can goes
into the aero digestive tracts, any difference in its presentation and
the possible ways of its extraction in comparison of the usual foreign
bodies on the daily practice.

Patients and Methods
A retrospective descriptive study from 2011 till 2015. Inclusion
criteria were all patient admitted to the service with history or
radiological evidence of foreign body aspiration or swallow on the
esophagus that underwent at least a trial of extraction either via
scope, open surgery or VATS. Patients’ data were analyzed according
to age, sex, type of foreign body, location of the foreign body, mode
of extraction, number of endoscopic trials of removal prior to open
surgery or VATS. complications and timing of the first intervention.
unusual foreign body was described as foreign body that found in less
than 0.5% of cases.

Results
Between 2011-2015 there were 1096 patients admitted to our
service to have rigid bronchoscopy or esophagoscopy to extract
or exclude foreign body inhalation or swallow with average 18.3
cases/month (Figure 1). Eighteen different unusual foreign bodies
were occurred in 35 patients including sharp bottle cover, hair clip,
pressure pin, ear ring, part of endotracheal tube, common bile duct
stent, magnet, football valve, safety pin, rosary bead, marble ball,
fragments of tracheostomy, syringe needle, tooth, stone, simple black
hair clip and bullet (Figure 2). Eleven were impacted in esophagus
and 24 were inhaled in tracheobronchial tree. History was positive
in 34 patients.
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Figure 1: Distribution of cases per years and months.

Figure 2: Different unusual FB extracted from aero Digestive tracts. Right upper; ear ring in the right main bronchus. Left upper; bullet inhaled in the left
main bronchus. A pressure pin in the oesophagus. Football valve extracted from the right main bronchus.

Failed first attempt for bronchoscopic extraction was occurred
in 6 cases, 4 of them need surgery and 2 were succeeded in the
second bronchoscopic trial. Cases required surgery were 2
sharp objects (ear ringand pressure pin) that can’t be extracted
safely via bronchoscopy/ esophagoscopy and the other 2
were for slippery objects (marble ball and stone) that can’t be
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grasped via forceps. Surgery was done using open thoracotomy
and bronchotomy for inhaled FB and open thoracotomy and
esophagmtomy with repair using mattressed sutures for impacted
swallowed FB.
There was no mortality in the cases of unusual foreign bodies
despite the presence of 4 cases of death after bronchoscopy for
• Page 2 of 4 •
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severely distress children whom aspirate nuts representing 0.36 % of
all studied cases.

Discussion
Despite the fact that inhaled foreign bodies are different from
swallowed ones in presentation and way of extraction but they
both, Foreign body aspiration and swallow, are principal cause of
accidental death in children and thoracic surgeon need to be familial
with dealing with them and there subsequent possible complications.
History, as always, is the best determinant of how suspicious
one should be of a potential aspiration. However, this is often not
recognized or discovered, or recognized by an older brother or sister
who may have had a role in the aspiration and chooses not to say
anything [5].
Bronchoscopy is of vital significance for diagnosis and treatment
of bronchial foreign body aspiration. Traditionally, the instrument of
choice for the management of tracheobronchial foreign body is the
rigid bronchoscopy, especially if extraction is attempted [6].
Obstruction of the upper airway by food or other foreign objects
is a well-known cause of accidental death in pediatric age group. It
commonly occurred in children because (a) they tend to discover
and place objects in their mouths (b) learning to walk and run; (c)
inadequate dentition; (d) immature swallowing coordination; and (e)
supervision by an older sibling [5].
But in children below 6 months of age, they are non-ambulatory
and it is the elder child/ caretaker who puts the FB into younger child’s
mouth without knowing consequences [7]. so there is a considerable
risk of foreign body aspiration. The morbidity and mortality increase
in the younger age group, apparently because children of this age
group have narrow airways and immature protective mechanisms,
of those who died after a foreign body aspiration, 78% were aged
between 2 months and 4 years [8].

Most publications were discussing the unusual presentation or
chest x ray finding in cases of FB [15-17] except few publications
which were concerned with the type of FB in relation to method of
extraction and the possible complications [18,19].
Unusual FB represents 3% out of the whole number of cases
presented in this series. We agree that the most important elements in
diagnosing FB aspiration or swallow are clinical awareness, thorough
clinical examination and adequate history taking.
When having a high level of clinical doubt with positive history
corresponds to clinical findings, the proper next step is bronchoscopy,
both for a final confirmation of the diagnosis and also for optimal
treatment and extraction of foreign body [20].
Any lag in further intervention to remove the FB will lead to
serious complications may necessitate surgical intervention to deal
with. In our series, 4 cases only need further surgical intervention
2 sharp objects that can’t extracted safely via bronchoscopy and the
other 2 were for slippery objects, this is in agree and addition with
indications for bronchotomy which includes failure to remove the
foreign body despite repeated attempts under bronchoscopy or
inability of bronchoscope to access the foreign body located below
the subsegmental bronchial tree [21].

Conclusion
Unusual foreign body that faced thoracic surgeon can be
troublesome with a higher than usual morbidities and need for
surgery. Every attempt should be made for increase awareness among
patents and primary health care doctors about the possibility of
inhaled or swallow of such objects.
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